PathStat™

Telepathology Imaging Workstation

Applications
- FNA/EBUS Consult
- Frozen Section Consult
- Subspecialty Consult
- Remote Hospital Support

Consult Right from your Desk
PathStat is a complete imaging system designed specifically for pathology productivity. It makes it easy to share images with remote colleagues for consults or education. With its annotation, file sharing, and remote computer control capabilities, geographically isolated specialists can work together as if they were in the same room. Reducing travel time for highly paid hospital specialists is a smart decision for hospital administrations.

PathStat Key Features:
- On Scope Controls
- Pathology Interface
- Great Images
- Full 21.4 mm Field of View
- Parfocal with Eyepieces
- Auto-Calibrate * Pat. Pending
- One-Click Telepathology Connection
- One-Click Archive
- Auto-Accession
- Supports Your Microscope